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Annotations

Main Ideas in Book

TITLE

AUTHOR

1

Explanations and examples of why a
child may choose not to complete school
assignments and get involved in
activities. Burns asks people to
reevaluate their thoughts and actions
with such students. He suggests what
those new ways of thinking might be and
presents strategies to use to motivate
these students for success. If you are
looking for new strategies to use with
students that have frustrated you, then
this book probably will have some new
ideas for you.

work inhibition students that
don t engage classroom
management
psychology
instruction
social
educational theory

They Can but Bruns,
They Don t: Jerome.
Helping
Students
Overcome
Work Inhibition

2

Updated edition (2002) - Teaching classroom
management
Children
to
Care:
Classroom psychology instruction social
Management for Ethical and Academic educational theory
Growth
K-8.
If you want a comprehensive source
about classroom management for
children or in the elementary school,
then this would be a good choice.
Written for classroom teachers and
adopted for many undergraduate
classes. 448 pages

Teaching
Ruth Sidney 1992 Greenfield, MA: Northeast
Children
to Charney
Foundation
for
Care:
Children.
Management in
the Responsive
Classroom.

3

A unique text that focuses on communication classroom
communication as the key to a successful management
instruction
classroom. The book includes models social educational theory
and
strategies
to
improve
communication with respect to the
content subject knowledge and a caring
stance for students through the use of
interpersonal interactions between
students and teacher. A great source for
an in depth look at classroom
communication.

Classroom
Civikly, J
Communication
: Principles and
practice.

4

A must read for early childhood... Get classroom
management The
the latest edition. First edition 1981- psychology instruction social Child
latest
2006. educational theory
David also has - All Grown Up and No
Place to Go: Teenagers in Crisis (1998).
Elkind may not have been the first to
realize that growing up is best not
thought of as a race, but he certainly
made his mark by writing about it. Can t
say it LOUD enough. If you haven t read
these books, WHY not? Changes that will
create better management.

5

These are comprehensive classroom classroom management
management books. Available for
elementary, middle, and high school
editions. With editions 1 (1984) - 8
(2008).
Want a comprehensive text under 300
pages. One of these will fit the bill.

Classroom
Management
for Elementary
... Teachers.

6

Very good information for community classroom
management
building
in
the
classroom. psychology instruction social
Other
Kohn
titles
- educational theory
The Homework Myth: Why Our Kids Get
too Much of a Bad Thing (2007)
Unconditional Parenting: Moving from

Beyond
Alfie Kohn
Discipline: From
Compliance to
Community

Hurried Elkind, D.

Evertson,
Emmer,
Clements,
Sanford,
and
Worsham.

Publishe
RefeReference
d
Information
1993 New

York,
Books.

NY:

Penguin

1995 Dubuque, IA: Wm. C. Brown
Publishers.

2006

2008 Englewood Cliffs, NJ.

2006 Boston, Mass.: Houghton
Mifflin.

Rewards and Punishment to Love and
Reason
(2006)
What Does It Mean to Be Well Educated?
and other Essays on Standards, Grading,
and
other
Follies
(2004)
The Schools Out Children Deserve:
Moving Beyond Traditional Classrooms
and
Tougher
Standards
(2000)
Punished by Rewards: The Trouble with
Gold Stars, Incentive Plans, A s, Praise,
and
Other
Bribes
(1999)
No Contest: The case against
competition (1986)
7

Finally recognize consequences and classroom
management
choice
for
what
they
are. psychology instruction social
Good practical examples of classroom educational theory
meetings for social learning and learning
self
control.
Paperback (2006)

Positive
Discipline in the
Classroom:
Developing
Mutual
Respect,
Cooperation,
and
Responsibiility
in
Your
Classroom.
Revised
3rd
Edition.

8

Comprehensive information that can be love
logic
classroom
used to manage a classroom and work management
instruction
with individuals and classes. Strong on educational theory
teacher as leader. Weaker on classroom
as a community. Still very good
information.
364 pages

Teaching with Jim Fay and 1995 Love and Logic Press Love and Logic: David Funk
loveandlogic.com
Taking Control
0
944634
29
x
of
the
school
discipline
Classroom
classroom management
comprehensive

9

This is a more recent edition of the first
edition - Teaching Children to Care:
Management in the Responsive
Classroom.
(1992)
A comprehensive book for elementary
school classroom management. 448
pages

Teaching
Ruth Sidney 2002 Greenfield, MA: Northeast
Children
to Charney
Foundation
for
Care: Classroom
Children.
Management
for Ethical and
Academic
Growth K-8.

10

A cognitive scientist answers questions cognitive mind intelligence Why Don t Daniel
T. 2009 Josey-Bass
about how the mind works and what it classroom
management Students Like Willingham
means for the classroom.
planning
curriculum School?
psychology instruction social
educational theory

11

The philosophical underpinnings are
great to provide a basis for a classroom.
The
strategies
and
ideas
are
environmental and focus on pedagogy
and facilitating learning.

child development ability
teaching
education
classroom
management
psychology instruction social
educational theory

Your Child s Jennifer Fox 2008 Viking Penguin
Strengths:
M. Ed.
Discover Them,
Develop Them,
Use Them

12

Comprehensive look at classroom
management. This text is used with
undergraduate students at WSC. If you
want this kind of experience, then this is
highly recommended.

philosophical social critical
thinking
classroom
management
psychology
instruction
social
educational theory

Classrroom
Management:
Perspectives on
the
Social
Curriculum

13

Banks is the authority on multicultural multicultural
educational
education. He has numerous books from theory research classroom
introduction to Multicultural Education management
(2007), to a Handbook on Research on
Multicultural
Education
(2003)
Compilation of Readings (2010)

14

Rex traveled the US looking into philosophical social critical Schools
of Brown,
1991 San Frankcisco: Jossey-Bass
classrooms
that
exhibited thinking
classroom thought: How Rexford. G.
Publishers.
thoughtfulness, experiential learning, management
psychology the politics of

classroom management k-8
comprehensive classroom
management
psychology
instruction
social
educational theory

Nelsen,
2000 Rocklin, CA Prima Publishing.
Jane; Lynn
Lott, & H.
Stephen
Glenn.

Richard R. 2001 Merrill Prentice Hall, Upper
Powell,
saddle River, New
James
Jersey
McLaughlin,
Tom
Savage, &
Stanley
Zehm

Multicultural
Banks, J.
education:
Issues
and
Perspectives.

1989 Boston, mass.: Allyn and
Bacon.

and critical thinking. His conclusions instruction
reported a fundamental lack for what he educational theory
was looking. He includes a foundation
for change that has generally gotten
overlooked or lost in the standards and
assessment movement of the last
generation. As people recognize a need
to bring thought back into the classroom,
this book can provide insight.

social literacy shape
thinking in the
classroom

15

Classic that is the precursor to many of classroom
management
the books that have Caring Classroom in psychology instruction social
their titles. If you want more recent educational theory
search your favorite book supplier:
caring classroom

The
Caring
Classroom: A
Guide
for
Teachers
troubled
by
Difficult
Students and
Classroom
Disruption

Dewey
J. 1984 Palo Alto, Ca: Bull Publishing
Carducci &
Co.
Judith
B.
Carducci.

16

Great information on how to plan, classroom
management
create, and implement a real world instruction
social
integration of information beyond educational theory
subject orientation. If Clark s suggestions
were implemented, classrooms would
look nothing like the traditional
classroom. They might look like a focus
group for international corporation or
study groups investigating an issue. If
you want integration or a curriculum
that is more in tune to real world
experiences for your students, this book
is a must. Or if you want an
environmental change for management,
that isn t tightly structured and teacher
directed.

Designing
& Clark,
Implementing Edward
an Integrated Jr.
Curriculum: A
StudentCentered
Approach.

17

Fantastic - story of as first year classroom
management
elementary teacher in an impoverished psychology instruction social
environment. She has since quit teaching
and become a full time author. Other
books - Sahara Special, Vive La Paris,
(fiction for young adult - both provide
valuable insight into students with
specific needs and dysfunctional
families.) others - Sing a Song of Tuna
Fish: A memoir of My Fifth-grade Year,
How to Get Your Child to Love Reading,
Diary of a Fairy Godmother...

Educating
Codell,
Esme': Diary of Esme' Raji.
a Teacher's First
Year.

18

Humanistic
Education: classroom
management
A journal article. However, if your psychology instruction social
interested in a humanistic approach, educational theory
Check out one of his books:
Professional Education of Teachers: A
Humanistic Approach to Teacher
Preparation
(1974)
Arthur Combs was a major spokes
person for humanistic education before
humanism became a hot potato word.
Now most people use use the word caring.

Humanistic
Arthur
Education: Too Combs
Tough for a
Tender World?

W. 1981 Phi Delta Kappan. 62, 446449.

19

Great article! More important every day. classroom
management Affective
Combs,
psychology instruction social Education
or W.
educational theory
None at All.

A. 1982 Educational Leadership. 39,
(7), 494-497.

20

Fantastic book. Comer argues there are classroom
management
deep misconceptions of black culture social educational theory
(ideas that are also applicable to other
minority groups) embedded in society
and culture and until we understand our
global historical roots and the basis for
stereotypes
and
how
various

P. 1998 New York, NY: A Plume Book.

Waiting for a James
Miracle: Why Comer
Schools Can't
Solve
Our
Problems and
How We Can.

T.

1997 Brandon,
VT:
Holistic
Education Press.

1999 Chapel Hill,NC, Algonquin
Books.

opportunities or lack of opportunities
shaped and still shape who we have
become or will become, we will not
make social progress available for all.
21

Edition one 1981 - fifth edition - 2005 classroom
management Creativity
That
alone
is
a
positive creativity
instruction Forever.
recommendation. Good information and educational theory
examples for creativity

is Gary
Davis

22

Very good practical book that includes classroom
management
different kinds of dialogues and how psychology instruction social
they effect behavior. There are several educational theory
versions and editions. Also CD versions

23

May be older, but ideas are ones we classroom
management Smart Schools, Edward
should have paid more attention to in instruction
social Smart kids: Why Fiske
the early 90 s.
educational theory
Do
Some
Schools Work?

24

May be older, but ideas are ones we classroom
management The Unschooled Gardner,
should have paid more attention to in psychology instruction social Mind
Howard.
the early 90 s.
educational theory

25

Classic
classroom
management Teacher
Also
1975
and
1993 psychology instruction social Child
On the first day of the new school year, educational theory
all the teachers in one private school
received the following note from their
principle:
Humanistic management information:
Form the eary humanist movement.
Another strong advocate for children.
Sample
Dear
Teacher,
I am a survivor of a concentration camp.
My eyes saw what no man should
witness:
Gas chambers built by learned
engineers.
Children
poisoned
by educated
physicians.
Infants killed by trained nurses.
Women and babies shot and burned by
high school and college graduates.
So, I am suspicious of education.
My request is: Help your students
become human. Your efforts must never
produce learned monsters, skilled
psychopaths, educated Eichmanns.
Reading, writing, arithmetic are
important only if they serve to make our
children more humane. - Ginott

26

One of the most recent Glasser books for classroom
management
education. The books Quality School and psychology instruction social
The Quality School Teacher are kind of educational theory
companions. However, I would start with
Choice Theory. 1999 paperback edition

27

Classic text on emotions. Recently a 10 classroom
management Emotional
Daniel
year anniversary edition (2006) - psychology instruction social Intelligence:
Goleman
Working with Emotional Intelligence
educational theory
Why it can
matter
more
than IQ.

28

classic
Later edition 5 (1998)

How to Talk So
Kids Will Learn.
[Also
listen,
learn, talk]

A. 1992 3rd edition. Dubuque, Iowa.
Kendall/Hunt Publishing
Company.

Faber, A., 1995 New York: NY. Fireside,
Mazlish, E.,
Simon & Schuster.
Nyberg, L.,
&
Temkpleton
, T.A.

and Haim
Ginott

Choice Theory: William
A
New Glasser
Psychology of
Personal
Freedom

B. 1991 New York: Simon & Schuster.

1991 New York: Basic Books, Inc.

G. 1972 The Macmillan Co. New York,
NY.

1998 New York, NY: Harper Collins
Publishers.

1995 New

York,
Books.

NY:

Bantam

classroom
management Learning
D. W. v & R. 1987 Edina, Minn: Interaction
social
community Together and Johnson
Book Company.
instructional method
Alone:
Cooperative,
Competitive,
and

Individualistic
Learning.
29

Classic
classroom
management Punished
by Alfie Kohn
See list of other Kohn books listed with psychology instruction social Rewards: The
Beyond Discipline book
educational theory
Trouble
with
Gold
Stars,
Incentive Plans,
A s, Praise, and
other Bribes.

1993 New York, NY: Houghton
Miflin Co.

30

Very good practical ideas for building classroom
management The
Morning Roxann
community. Combine with Nelsen s social community
Meeting Book Kriete
Positive... for a comprehensive social
curriculum and learning community.
paper back (2002)

1999 Greenfield, MA. Northeast
Foundation
for
Children.

31

Classic. A lifetime of research to back his classroom
management
ideas.
Paperback
(2006) psychology instruction social
Other
titles
- educational theory
The Optimistic Child: A Proven Program
to
Safeguard
Children
Against
Depression and Build Lifelong Resilience
(2007)
What You Can Change and What You Can
t: The Complete Guide to Successful Selfimprovement
(2007)
Authentic Happiness: Using the New
Positive Psychology to Realize Your
Potential for Lasting Fulfillment (2004)

Learned
Martin E. P. 1990 New York, NY: Pocket Books,
Optimism: How Seligman
a division of Simon &
to Change Your
Schuster Inc.
Mind and Your
Life.

32

Attack on drill and kill instruction. in classroom
management
paperback
(1988) instruction
social
other books - The Book of Learning and educational theory
Forgetting (1998)

Insult
to Frank Smith 1986 New York, NY: Heinemann
Intelligence:
Educational Books, Inc.
The
Bureaucratic
Invasion of our
Classrooms.

33

Historical view of American education educational theory society
and how community has and could political historical classroom
influence education and society in management instruction
general
other title - Education Now: How
Rethinking America s Past Can Change Its
Future (2009) How politics, culture,
social issues, and economics from
centuries ago continue to inhibit the
choices we make for our educational
institutions. That without a conscious
critical comprehensive evaluation of why
we educate, what education is, and how
we achieve it, we will continue to
become less educated. We must step
back and see education and our current
situation in a more comprehensive
manner. One that includes the
complexities of not only the culture and
history in which we are imbedded, but
the complexity of pedagogy that is
required for life long learing and a more
hopeful future.

Teaching
the Paul
Commons:
Theobald
Place of Pride,
and
the
Renewal
of
Community

34

Great book on the Perceptions of a Bipolar Life Autobiography I Don't March to Leslie Jay
Bipolar
Life classroom
management the Beat of a
Autobiography
psychology instruction social Different
Drummer: I'm
the Whole Band

2004 Universe Inc. 0-595-30649-7
2021 Pine Road Suite
100
Lincoln, NE
68512
www.iuniverse.com

35

Emotional
intelligence,
moral
intelligence,
now
social.
Very good easy to read information
about genetic and environmental
interactions on social issues.

2006

social socialization behavior Social
classroom
management Intelligence
psychology instruction social
educational theory

Daniel
Goleman

1997 Westview PressValett,

36

Philosophical look at what the goals of education philosophy goals
education should and some cases to classroom
management
support its claims.
instruction
social
educational theory

The Big Picture:
Education
Is
Everyone
s
Business

Dennis
2004 ASCD
Littky and
Samantha
Grabelle

37

A kluge is a clumsy or inelegant - yet
surprising effective - solution to a
problem. That is the description of the
human mind and how it operates. Don t
believe it, then read KLUGE.

thinking
mind
critical
wisdom memory belief
classroom
management
instruction
social
educational theory

Kluge:
The Gary
Haphazard
Marcus
Construction of
the
Human
Mind

2008 Houghton Mifflin Company

38

Outlines essential tasks for classroom
teachers
and
describes
each.
Information includes rubrics or guides to
evaluate planning and implementation
congruent with the Praxis III. Possible a
good outline to use to develop an action
plan, evaluate one, evaluate current
practice, or prepare for national
certification.

teaching
professional
development
pedagogy
rubrics
classroom
management
instruction
educational theory

Enhancing
Charlotte
Professional
Danielson
Practice:
A
Framework for
Teaching

1996 ASCD

39

Very few publications address the issue
of time in a school setting in such detail
as in this book. School is constructed on
an industrial model of speed and
efficiency. Everything we do in school
seems to reflect this. Take time to look at
the dimensions of time and schooling.

philosophical
social
classroom
management
psychology
instruction
educational theory

Time to Teach Chip Wood
Time to Learn:
Changing the
Pace of School

1999 Northeast Foundation for
Children

40

Soul, motivation, passion, meaning,
purpose, joy, creativity, ... If you want
more of these in your classroom. This
book is a good start. 171 pages

philosophical
social
classroom
management
psychology
instruction
educational theory

The soul of Rachael
Education:
Kessler
Helping
Students Find
Connectioin,
Compassion,
and Character
at School

2000 ASCD

41

A half dozen teachers share emotional classroom
management
stories of problems they had within their psychology instruction social
elementary classrooms and how they educational theory
created a more socially caring
community of learners within those
classrooms.

42

Great practical book with strategies that classroom
management Teaching
will work with all students.
psychology instruction social Native
educational
theory American
curriculum

the Hap
Gilliland

1999 Dubuque,
Iowa:
Kendall/Hunt Publishing
Company.

43

read more recent publication - Choice classroom
management The
Quality Glasser,
Theory
psychology instruction social School
William.
educational theory

1990 New York, NY: HarperCollins
Publishers, Inc.

44

read more recent publication - Choice classroom
management The
Quality Glasser,
Theory
psychology instruction social School Teacher William.
educational theory

1993 New York, NY: HarperCollins
Publishers, Inc.

45

Teaching is more than an intellectual classroom
management
activity. It is social and political and instruction
educational
putting all of that together makes it theory learning
more than intellectual - critical
pedagogy.

46

Revised in 2005 (more recent but some classroom
of the following might be better... Just psychology
found so haven t read yet.) method
Different Brains, Different Learners: How
to teach the Hard to Reach (2009)
Teaching with Poverty in Mind: What
Being Poor Does to Kids Brains and What
Schools Can Do about It (2009)
Brain-Based Learning: The New
Paradagm
of
Teaching
(2008)
Enriching the Brain: How to Maximize

Habits
of Ruth Sidney 1997 Greenfield, MA: Northeast
Goodness: Case Charney
Foundation
for
Studies in the
Children.
Social
Curriculum.

Teachers
as Henry
Intellectuals:
Goroux
Toward
a
Critical
Pedagogy
of
Learning

A. 1988 Granby Mass:
Garvey.

management Teaching with Eric Jensen
instruction the Brain in
Mind

Bergin

&

1998 Association of Supervision
and
Curriculum
Development (ASCD).
Reston, VI.

Every Learner s Potential (2008)
Music with the Brain in Mind (2000)
Art with the Brain in Mind (2001)

47

classic
classroom
management
Text - The Psychology of Moral moral ethics social
Development: Moral Stages and Idea of
Justice (Essays on Moral Development,
Vol. 1 (1981) Vol. 2 (1984)
This one might be good, just found haven
t read. - Moral Development & Reality:
Beyond the Theories of Kohlberg and
Hoffman (2nd. Ed.) by John Gibbs (2009)

The Cognitive- L. Kohlberg 1975 Phi delta kappan. 56, 670Developmental
677.
Approach
to
Moral
Education.

48

Inner city schools and the bleaker than classroom
bleak.
curriculum
philosophy
theory social

49

Classic first look at how computers can computers teaching learning
be used as objects with which to think social
classroom
and learn by teaching the machine.
management
instruction
educational theory

50

Classic humanistic caring classroom classroom
management Freedom
Freedom to Learn for the 80's. (1983) social instruction
Learn
Freedom to Learn: A View of What
Edition
Education Might Becomes C. R. &
William R. Coulson (1986)

51

Very good information and research on classroom
management The
morality being a sense similar to ethics morals social
Sense
emotions -

52

Classic on humanistic education ...

classroom
management Humanistic
Robert E.
social
psychology Education
educational theory
Developing the
Total Person

1977 The C. V. Mosby Company.
Saint Louis.

53

Emotional, Moral, Social intelligence
why not character? It expands education
to include dispositions such as curiosity,
skepticism, and open-mindedness or
habits of mind needed for a lifelong
learning. Includes strategies to develop
them. Some important aspects that are
often over looked.

character ethics morals
classroom
management
educational
theory
instruction methods

Intellectual
Ron
Character:
Richhart
What It Is, Why
It Matters, and
How to Get It

2002 Jossey-Bass

54

The authors look at innovation and make
the claim that most innovations arrive
and become part of our daily worlds
before we are aware of what is
happening. Before we know it they are
imbedded in our culture as if a tsunami
washed over us. Unable to stop it if we
wanted. Could this be the case with
technology and education. Are we about
to wake up one morning and find all our
students engaged in education outside
the public schools and in a manner we
can t yet visualize?

educational
theory
innovation
technology
learning
classroom
management instruction

Disrupting
Class:
How
Disruptive
Innovation Will
Change
the
Way the World
Learns

55

Is everything you know about school
wrong? What is the difference between
a successful school drop out and one
that isn t successful? Is the traditional
views we have of schooling really the
good old days? Or have we neglected to
be take a good hard critical view of our
educational system? The book has tale
after tale that will change the way you
view
education.
Same author of - Dumbing Us Down

classroom
instructional
curriculum
theory

management Savage
educational Inequities.
educational

Jonathan
Kozol

Mindstorms:
Seymour
Children
Papert
Computers, and
powerful ideas.

1991

1980 New York, NY: Basic Books.

to Carl Rogers 1994 Columbus, OH: Charles E.
3rd and
H.
Merrill
Publishing
Jerome
Company.
Freiberg
Moral James
Wilson

Q. 1993 New York, NY: The Free
Press.

Clayton M. 2008 McGrawHill, NY
Christensen
, Michael B.
Horn, and
Curtis W.
Johnson

management Weapons
of John Taylor 2009 New Society Publishers
method Mass
Gatto
educational Instruction: A
School Teacher
s
Journey
Through
the
Dark World of
Compulsory
Schooling

56

Are the advocates of neutrality in educational theory challenge
education in a position to undermine society social classroom
and damage the educational system in management
the United States? Is neutrality or
challenge of conventional wisdom and
authority essential for the development
of critical thinking and a healthy nation?

Teach Them to Gregory S. 2008 Continuum, NY
Challenge
Prince, Jr.
Authority:
Educating for
Healthy
Societies

57

A lot of information about the human brain intellect evolution
brain. Not the mind or thinking, just the neuroscience
classroom
brain. The brain is not a miracle of management psychology
efficiency nor is it elegant in design. It is
cobbled by millenniums of haphazard
evolution. Want to know more about its
anatomy, evolution, how it processes
information, encodes memories, limits
abilities, disabilities, other theories
related to it, and much more.

The Big Brain: Gary Lynch 2008 palgrave macmillan
The Origins and and Richard
Future
of Granger
Human
Intelligence

58

In depth perusal of the human mind, its mind
thinking
learning How the Mind Steven
cognitive nature, psychology, and classroom
management Works
Pinker
evolution.
psychology
Also
paperback
(2009)
The Language Instinct: How the Mind
Creates Language paperback (2007)
The Blank Slate: The Modern Denial of
Human Nature - paperback (2003)
The Stuff of Thought: Language as a
Window into Human Nature - paperback
(2003)

59

The text identifies nine strategies that classroom
the authors believe are the most instructional
promising for teachers. Notes at strategies
homeofbob.com
See his companion article in the Kappan.

60

Discussion includes title topics and the
use of service learning, clubs, classes,
and other organizations to develop
moral and civic responsibility.

61

Builds a compelling argument against educational theory research
the use of high stakes testing as the teacher
development
assessment of record, school choice, and instruction social
simple minded accountability. Includes
statistics to show the current path is
dumbing down and closing doors to
more students than it is opening doors.
Also includes information of alternative
paths to certification.

The Death and Diane
Life of the Great Ravitch
American
School System:
How
Testing
and Choice Are
Undermining
Education

62

Practical guides, worksheets, rubrics, philosophical
procedures to achieve the title...
emotional
management
instruction
theory

Promoting
Maurice J. 1997 ASCD
Social
and Elias... eight
Emotional
more
Learning:
Guidelines for
Educators

63

Community based ideas and examples to classroom
management
use to build involvement in education. social children community
From the Development Studies Center
and Child Development Project. 136
pages paperback

management Classroom
methods Instruction that
Works:
Research-based
Strategies for
Increasing
Student
Achievement

education theory citizenship
undergraduates moral civic
responsibility
service
learning
classroom
management

social
classroom
psychology
educational

Educating
Citizens:
Preparing
America
s
Undergraduate
s for Lives of
Moral and Civic
responsibility

At Home in Our
Schools: A guide
to school wide
activities that
build
community,
Ideas from the
Child

1997 W. W. Norton & Company,
NY

Robert
2001 ASCD
Marzano,
Debra
J.
Pickering, &
Jane
E.
Pollock

Anne Colby, 2003 Jossey-Bass
Thomas
Ehrlich,
Elizabeth
Beaumont,
Jason
Stephens
2010 Basic Books - A member of
Perseus Books Group,
NY

1994 Development
Center.

Studies

Development
Project
for
parents,
teachers
and
administrators.
64

Historical significance

65

Editions
1971,
1982,
1998 classroom
Focuses discussion and strategies on social
difficult to handle behaviors. Later
editions include additional kinds of
problems: family, LD, delinquent, and
later adolescent. Sociogram example
and classroom arrangements.

66

read more recent publication - Choice classroom
management Reality Therapy. William
Theory ... Quality Schools...
psychology social
Glasser

1965 New York: Perennial Library,
Harper & Row.

67

read more recent publication - Choice classroom
management Schools
William
Theory ... Quality Schools...
educational theory
Without Failure Glasser

1969 New York Perennial Library,
Harper & Row.

68

69

peace education female Educating for Brock-Utne, 1985 New York and Oxford:
issues
classroom Peace:
A B.
Pergamon Press.
management social
Feminist
Perspective.

classroom
educational
curriculum

management Maintaining
Sanity in the
Classroom:
Classroom
management
techniques.

Rudolf
1982 (second edition). New York.
Dreikurs,
Harper Row.
Bernice
Grunwald,
and
Floy
Pepper

management Teachers
for John
philosophy Our
Nations Goodlad
Schools

Paperback K-2 (1999) Some practical classroom
management Teaching
strategies
social behavior
Conflict
Resolution
through
Children
Literature

70

Comprehensive general management classroom management
for
most
students.
Paperback (2001)

71

Story of Bob s teaching experience and classroom
how to empower students.
social

72

Good factual information on differences classroom
management Yardsticks
as child develop at different ages. development
learner
Stronger if included a theoretical base characteristics
for changes, similarities, and differences.

William
Kreidler

1990 San Francisco; Jossey-Bass.

J. 1994 New York, NY: Scholastic
Professional Books.

s

The Self-Control
Classroom:
Understanding
and managing
the disruptive
behavior of all
students,
Including those
with ADHD.

James Levin 1996 Dubuque,
Iowa:
&
John
Kendall/Hunt Publishing
ShankenCompany.
Kaye

management On Their Side: Bob
Helping
Strachota
children take
charge of their
learning
Chip Wood

1996 Greenfield, MA: Northeast
Foundation
for
Children.

1997 Greenfield, MA. Northeast
Foundation
for
Children.

Time to Teach Time to Learn: Changing
the pace of school. (1999)
73

Read more recent publication - Choice classroom
management Control Theory William
Theory ... Quality Schools...
psychology behavior
in
the Glasser
Classroom

74

Not there yet. Next edition is better.

classroom
behavior

management Positive
Discipline in the
Classroom: How
to Effectively
Use
Class
Meetings and
other Positive
Discipline
Strategies

1986 New York, NY: Harper & Row,
Perennial Library.

Jane
1993 Rocklin, CA Prima Publishing
Nelsen,
Lynn Lott, &
H. Stephen
Glenn

